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Tiago Carneiro da Cunha was born in São Paulo, Brazil (1973) and attended the Fine
Arts MFA program, becoming a Postgraduate Diploma Student at the Goldsmiths College in
London, UK. He recently presented his work in solo exhibitions at the Fortes Vilaça Gallery, in
São Paulo, Brazil and the Kate McGarry Gallery in London, UK. In 2009 he will exhibit his
work in the Misako and Rosen Gallery, in Tokyo, Japan. Carneiro da Cunha has participated
extensively in international collective exhibitions, such as Thyssen-Bornemisza Art
Contemporary, Collection as Aleph, the Kunsthaus Graz, Austria, Homing Devices,
Contemporary Art Musem, Institute for Research in Art, College of Visual and Performing
Arts, University of South Florida, Tampa, USA, Drawing from history: Permanent Collection
and Loans, Arizona State University Art Museum, Tempe, USA, Karyn Lovegrove Gallery, Los
Angeles, USA, Exploding Television - Satellite of Love, 35th Rotterdam International Film
Festival, Witte de With Contemporary Art Centre, Rotterdam, Netherlands, Happy Believers,
7th Werkleitz Biennale, Halle, Germany, Paralela 2006, Pavilhão Armando de Arruda Pereira,
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In his first solo exhibition in Lisbon and with the VPF Cream Art the Brazilian artist
presents four sculptures; three new sculptures in polychromatic soft-paste porcelain and a
fourth one, not so recent, made of polyurethane’s resin.

The exhibition’s curator is Paulo Reis.



Cioran’s date with Nancy Sinatra.

The Romanian philosopher and writer E. M. Cioran, considered as the last great
name of the tragic pessimistic thought, wrote that “as it seems, Man gave himself up to
the Gods for a need to feel protected, safe – in reality, due to a desire to suffer. From this
moment onwards Man believed in his multiplicity, a new space was open for free will, for
evasions. Later on, when limiting himself to a single God, Man started being harassed by
numerous pains and distresses. There is certainly no other animal that loves and hates
itself so much, till the very limit of vice, and that would allow exposure to such gloomy
faith. How much cruelty to ourselves – to unite strengths with our Spectre and to fuse this
weight to His. An only God makes life unbearable.” [i] This gem of self commiserating
humour could have been an introduction to an essay on pessimism, invalidating ideas
since the antiquity of Diogenes, the cynical, to the tragic moral philosophy of the
Schopenhauer, Nietzsche and Kiekegaard triad, finalizing with the ideas of this last great
pessimist of the XX century. His slogan “every being is unhappy; but how many of them
know it?” is in itself a critic to carpe diem.

But this is not about flattering pessimism; it’s just the opposite: to laugh about it.
Put in this way, the curious title “3 New pessimistic sculptures and a not so new one”

could be defined as a second part of Tiago Carneiro da Cunha´s philosophical speculations.
The first part would then be “My contribution for culture and nature”, title of the catalogue
for his previous show. In the end, a title is the headline of what we intend to achieve, isn’t it?
Of all the forms, both titles and both showings bring us violence as the theme (or motivation)
for a process that’s almost intrinsic to civilization.

Obviously we can always elaborate on a philosophical, sociological or
psychoanalytical thesis about the "homo homini lupus”. Yes, there is in fact a myth that
violence is connected to animalistic behaviour and to the primitive nature of mankind. If
this was the case, anti-violence would never be a language and would be destined to
become an eternal prisoner of the cannibal’s immaculate scream.  According to the myth,
nature itself implies violence, and the human being still lives - at least in its majority - in a
violent state of nature. But if this myth approaches the human being, what we have in
mind is a part of humanity and not its entirety? The myth of violent humanity was
developed across the history of civilizations, and has even animated utopic humanist
projects – after all, how many deaths have resulted in the application of renewal policies?
It’s not a wolf in sheep’s clothing, but a primate moved by an uncontrolled instinct and a
tool, a tacape [ii], a knife, a weapon of some sort, in the hand. In this light we are all
primates. But culture overtakes nature and we dominate our most savage instincts to
generate another possible History. Such as the art that transforms violence in symbolism,
the monkey is a symbolism and not an index of violence.

 The monkey (or primate) is a dominant figure in the work of TCC, appearing under
the most diverse forms: that of a Buda, a man with a shade umbrella, a sphinx, etc… I
think that the most singular apparition is the one of a monkey man in the video Low
attention span / high curiosity rate' (portrait of Peter Elliot (40´). In this stylistic exercise of
interpretation, the artist was interested in an apparent contradiction of the function of
the artist as a “specialist”, something that demands high levels of attention, in
representing a state of “low levels of attention”, in a direct and declared analogy of
reference to video art of the 60s/70s.



To him it was, in a certain way, a kind of mapping the limits of his own romantic
ambitions when it comes to exhibiting a “possessed” artist, in a cathartic trance. [iii] And
why the monkey? “But the monkey also has that mixture of sense of humour, cheekiness
and violence. And also tropics, of the third world, that are us here in Brazil. It is not only
monkeys, not at all: there are beggars, bandits and police officers as well. I suppose that
my form of understanding humanism is to enjoy the lowest common denominator.” [iv]
Although it is not represented in the showing “3 New pessimistic sculptures, and a not so
new one” the monkey is remembered in the animal-like posture of some of the exhibited
work. The show starts with an invitation form: Bandit, rose crystal (2005-2008). Belonging
to a series of sculptures in polyester resin, material also utilized in the totality of his
monkeys. The vain knight has the bearings of the favela crooks; or, who knows, he is a
chiapa revolutionary under the command of Capitan Marcos, or even a martyr of the
Jihad. However, to us, the bandit is a kind and gracious persona, and seems to offer no
danger. As the title suggests - “a not so new one” - this work is, for the artist, the link
between the past and the present when it comes to the use of means; the manipulation
of forms is as important to TCC as the theme.  In his view there is a manipulation of the
forms, implicit in the work, a formal research that is indeed the step that requires high
concentration – as it demands artisanship. “The irony taken to the madness in the
lapidated series (of the monkeys and the masks) was an attempt to develop a formal
language, filled with acid critic, to make the statement that realistic cubism is indeed the
one which denounces this object (the sculpture) as a luxury object, that will be sold and
speculated as any other object. This last sentence also has a link to the formal question,
as there is an attempt to establish an equivalence of things, of the themes, whether it is
the policeman, the villain, the beggar, the monkey, etc…that happens because everyone
is in this slightly insane formal research, that in the last year gradually shifted from a
research on facial expressions and faces, to deep explorations with soft-paste porcelain,
in which the artist mixes fingerprints and faces to create several “illusions”, such as the
mud, fire and smoke in the microwave.  Once again I believe that the biggest message is
transmitted through form, and not through themes. I think a lot about a sentence that I
read in Philip Guston´s biography, and that I think is truly coherent. He states that his
personal challenge was to draw a shoe, because if he could ever turn something as boring
as a shoe into something interesting, then he would succeed in his artistic
entrepreneurship. [v] From the deepest explorations with soft-paste porcelain the new
series of work emerges, where a mixture of images are slowly shaped and gain
psychedelic colours. In the “3 New pessimistic sculptures”, The revisited mud Man (2008),
The Manequinho and microwaves and the Luso-Brazilian Composition (2008), humour is
still the most visible part of the theme where the references are singular, and it is
necessary to reveal them, as the violence is still there, always looking at us. The Luso-
Brazilian Composition is a little souvenir of a journey that goes deep into the roots of
Brazilian formation. A XVI century soldier smashes the face of an Indian in a grotesque
scene. What’s special about it is that the tool of aggression is simultaneously his baton
and his sexual organ. Shocked? Well why not looking at the work of Debret or Bordalo
Pinheiro? However, violence is attenuated by the implicit sexual action. Ingenuity was
never the art of the intelligent, but irony is. The revisited mud Man is a piece that deals
with time and unpredictability. An expressionist figure with an open mouth, that emerges
of the mud that defines its body. Or is the opposite? We don’t know, but TCC leaves that



up to us to decide. There are echoes of the Viennese rococo, of the expressionism of Emil
Nolde´s anguished forms, of Bordalo Pinheiro´s social chronicle, of the saturation of the
Jeff Koons-like images present in the crude work of Lucio Fontana. His Manequinho and
microwave is his own interpretation of the famous sculpture manekkenpies, symbol of
Brussels. But it is also a physiognomic approximation to the Manequinho that decorates
the entrance of Botafogo Football Club´s stadium, in the neighbourhood which detains
the same name, in the city of Rio de Janeiro.  To put it better, the reinterpretation that
the artist loans to the piece by placing a rolled shirt in the head of the statue, such as the
drug dealers of the favelas, whenever they don’t want their faces to be exposed. There is
an intention of challenge by the Manequinho, as it is involved in a pile of car wheels, in a
clear relation to the crematory oven for bodies – which the same drug dealers use,
attributing it the name of microwave. The thematic reason of TCC might be violence, sex,
domination, the phallic world, that makes the central characters in his world move, the
monkeys, the bandits, the Indians, the soldiers, associated to diamonds, the masks, the
surf boards that resemble totems or voodoo masks, all in a spectacle of humour and
cynicism. “The humour taken to insanity seems to be one of the instruments I possess, to
deal with the brutal violence of reality. Nowadays I don’t care that much with the fact
that violence is connected to the origin of culture as well as being part of it. After all
violence is here, present everywhere, constantly perpetrated, all over. So my humanist
side tells me to recover that “debretian”, that “bordallian” function, of the art of
portraying daily violence with humour, as both these latter artists did it with an acid
humour, a tragic-comic humour. On the other side, my mystical side, the not
anthropocentric one, finds that wonderful; from a mythic perspective, violence is as much
a part of the mystery of creation as any other part of existence. I wanted these sides in
my work. In the end it is also through humour that I see this insistence of mine in
redundant titles. I wanted to produce iconoclastic icons, statuettes with a minimum of
auto analysis, aware they are part of a corrupt and cynical system that will absorb and
turn them into false idols. There is this moralistic side equal to a bag…this is my attempt
to be realistic.” [vi] To TCC, they are just a form of exorcism of issues such as speculation,
capital, and ambiguity of the work of art, fake values, and originality. In his cannibalistic
caldron there is a little bit of the street culture of Rio, a little of (our) Luso-Brazilian
history, the sculpture (critical) of Jeff Koons, the unfinished (pure) of Lucio Fontana, the
popular sculpture and visual stimuli emerging from a world in frenzy – the news of war
that flood TV and newspapers, the scientific and archaeological findings, the cell
accelerator, the new breast of Hollywood’s pin ups, the myth of the bandit-hero in Latin-
American cinema, the killer warriors in Crumb’s comics, the western pop blonds of
Tarantino or Nancy Sinatra singing "Bang bang, my baby shoot me down...". “3 New
pessimistic sculptures and a not so new one” would be the perfect date of Cioran with
Nancy Sinatra, after all, baby “it only hurts when I laugh”. [vii]

Paulo Reis
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